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UNLOCKING THE FULL VALUE OF CONNECTED PARKING



ABSTRACT For more than a century, parking garages have existed virtually unchanged: boring, often unsightly, yet largely ignored by the public; tolerated by users, and a steady if unspectacular investment vehicle for owners and operators. Now, however, as technology is rapidly mounting its disruptive assault across the real estate value chain, even the dowdy parking garage is undergoing a radical makeover, as innovators and entrepreneurs employ web-based end-to-end parking connectivity — or as we have dubbed it, “GarageTech” — to produce the parking facilities of the 21st Century. This MetaProp Advisors GarageTech White Paper, The Future of Parking, is an abstract of key concepts drawn from our in-depth MetaProp Advisors research report. This White Paper will look at how technology is changing these facilities, how they could evolve over the near- and long-term and how this evolution is impacting the economics and investment profile of the modern parking facility. This paper is intended to present the clearest picture possible of GarageTech and its effects on parking facility development without making speculative recommendations.



I. THE EVOLUTION OF PARKING GARAGES Parking garages as we know them began to be developed in earnest in the US in the period after 1908, when America’s first mass-produced car, the Ford Model T, was introduced. Ø The first multi-story parking garage was believed to have been built in 1918 for the La Salle Hotel in Chicago.1 Automated parking systems were first instituted in France around 1905 and have increased in popularity ever since; Automated parking systems are more efficient and have recently become more recognized, particularly in Europe.2 Ø As of 2012, per the United States Census Bureau, there were 12,585 parking lot and garage establishments. A breakdown of this number by state, along with some other key industry statistics can be found below: Ø The latest technology infused parking garages use a variety of efficiency enhancing innovations. “Smart parking garages” allow for more efficient parking, reduced emissions, enhanced security, the compilation and use of marketing and management reports and potential integration with other systems.3



Figure 1: Source, 2012 Economic Census



1 2 3



http://www.parking-note.com/parking-industry-blog/a-short-description-of-the-history-of-parking-garages http://www.trforum.org/forum/downloads/2012_112_Cars_Parking_Sustain.pdf http://www.automatedbuildings.com/news/jun07/articles/sinopoli/070528124303sinopoli.htm
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II. KEY STAKEHOLDERS OF THE PARKING GARAGE LANDSCAPE Key stakeholders of the parking garage landscape have an enormous influence on the direction parking garages will take in the coming years. Ø The Traditional Parking Garage Owner/Operators: Today’s US parking garage market is dominated by a handful of huge owner/operators. Ø The Analog Automakers: Increasingly and rapidly, traditional and newly founded automakers are focusing vast financial and R&D resources into smart cars and GarageTech. Ø The GarageTech Disrupters: Innovation is coming from many directions and addressing multiple issues relating to parking garages; car use and adaptation, and traffic congestion issues. Ø Disruption verticals include: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Parking Sensor and Data Analytics On-Demand/Consumer Parking Apps Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Building and Energy Management Construction Tech



“There will be the same number of spots but in different locations. [Parking garages] will move out of cities. They will be bigger and multi-use, like taxi-pens. There will be more smart garages that are self-aware, meaning they will know the ‘who, when and where’ data of the garage that communicates with marketing channels.” Ryan Sullivan, CEO & Co-Founder, Parkifi



III. WHAT IS “THE DISRUPTION” AND FROM WHERE IS IT COMING? Technologies are causing an astounding change to parking garages everywhere. From ride-sharing to automated parking, the parking garage industry is being hit by the biggest wave of new technology. Ø Technology Driven Automakers: The rapid evolution of car use, from private ownership to ride-sharing to driverless cars is having an enormous impact on every aspect of parking garages and GarageTech. Ø Ride-Sharing: The ride-sharing sector is already crowded, yet still growing, with Uber and Lyft having perhaps the greatest brand dominance. Ø Driverless Cars: Driverless cars and trucks have quickly equaled on demand and ride-sharing transportation in not only the public’s imagination and use, but in the much more important indicator of technological and capital investment. Among the prominent tech and car-making companies fiercely pursuing driverless vehicles are Amazon4 and Tesla5. Ø Automation/Robotic Parking, Greening & Congestion Reduction: Motorists driving less to find parking spots reduces traffic congestion, leading to a decreased carbon footprint. Garage ventilation technology also works to increase environmentally sustainable solutions, with leading companies like INTEC Controls and Nagle Energy Solutions.6 Ø Payments and Discounting: EasyPark, for example, has several different payment solutions for the parking industry: their parking garage optimization consists of license plate recognition upon
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http://www.dezeen.com/2016/01/11/elon-musk-predicts-completely-autonomous-driverless-tesla-cars in-two-years/ 5 https://whatsthebigdata.com/2015/03/11/the-apple-watch-uber-and-robotic-car-service/ 6 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/ces/12083607/Ford-partners-with-Amazon-as-it-makes-major-push-into-driverless-cars.html
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entrance of a vehicle to charge that vehicle a precise amount when exiting the parking garage. Ø Construction Project Management: A particularly interesting feature is FieldLens’ “LiveLayer” application, which is essentially an interactive map that tracks the communications of every member of a construction project and offers visual mapping. IV. CONSUMER ATTITUDES TOWARD GARAGETECH Ø Car Ownership vs. on Demand Car Economy: In a recent survey many consumers still favored purchasing a car because of the associated Figure 2: Source, ABI Research reliability, convenience and safety, while few knew of and used car-sharing services like ZipCar and Getaround. Ø Urban Planning Conflicts — Cars vs. Alternative Transit: The trend toward increasing use of mass/alternative transit, bikes and walking for everyday commuters and consumers should have an ongoing impact on the design and placement of parking garages in the future. Ø Consumer Trust and Adoption: Many consumers, particularly those of the Millennial generation, view purchasing a car as decreasingly essential to daily life when compared to alternative forms of transportation such as public transport or ride-hailing/sharing.7 V. PARKING LEGISLATION Cities such as London have imposed a heavy blanket of vehicular use regulation throughout the city, with some of the legislation aimed at reducing congestion and pollution, some aimed at antiterrorist security and other factors. Similarly, New York City, San Francisco and other major U.S. urban areas are increasingly interested in reducing cars and trucks in their municipalities for much the same reasons. The result is a greater push for mass transit and ride-sharing, as well as more restrictive rules concerning car and truck driving and parking. It is a safe bet that all major cities, and perhaps a number of smaller ones, will move to further diminish car and truck traffic. VI. THE FUTURE OF PARKING GARAGE TECHNOLOGY Ø Benefits of Implementing Technology: Many of the GarageTech companies referenced above claim their technologies create more efficiency and therefore reduce costs associated with running a garage. Ø More Parking Garages? Less? Different?: As self-driving cars become more commonplace, the space required for a parking garage will decrease, because cars will need significantly less room to park themselves and garages will no longer need to accommodate the movement of pedestrians. Some experts predict that parking garages will decrease as they see future demand for parking decreasing by 5.7 billion square meters [61.4 billion square feet] by 2035.8 Ø What Happens to Non-Adopters’ Valuations?: While many GarageTech innovations can be expensive to implement, some costing upwards of $600 per space, other technologies like
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http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/millenials http://www.techtimes.com/articles/49315/20150428/new-parking-technology-could-make-finding-anopen-parking-spot-easier.htm 8
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ParkIT can cost as little as $50 per space.9 Like any determination concerning adoption of new technology, parking facility owner/operators will have to judge the cost benefits of GarageTech implementation. However, current information makes it clear that parking garages will need to evolve into smart garages or risk the near certainty of obsolescence due to non adoption.



VII. CLOSING THOUGHTS



“The space is becoming increasingly crowded, and there are definitely going to be more companies and technologies involved. The problem is that parking people don’t get tech. They should be worried about autonomous vehicles.”



For more than a century, the vast majority of parking garages have remained essentially unchanged. Now, however, GarageTech’s assault on this real estate asset class is rapidly changing every aspect of the business, from development to operations to final valuation. Jeremy Smith, Co-Founder and Strategic Advisor, SpotHero Experts now believe that the fully connected “smart parking garage” will be ubiquitous within the next 10 years. The effect on the approximately 40,000 garage and surface parking facilities in the U.S., along with the other international facilities, will come from the traditional car makers such as Audi, Ford, GM and others; technology oriented companies like Apple, Google, Tesla and more, and some 250-plus GarageTech startups. These GarageTech disrupters are affecting parking facility operations in areas such as sensor and data-mining; on-demand/consumer parking technology apps; electric vehicle infrastructure; construction tech, and security and building management; automation, greening and congestion reduction, along with payments and discounting, and construction project management. All this is happening against a backdrop of hard-to-predict consumer attitudes toward and demand for tech-connect parking, as stakeholders attempt to determine whether the public is ready, willing and able to accept on-demand and driverless cars versus car ownership, all of which will dramatically impact the design, development, operations, location and number of parking facilities. The timeline for consumer adoption of driverless cars, in particular, is highly unpredictable, making parking facility planning and development difficult in the near-term. Despite all the consumer uncertainty and faced with the current and growing competition from disrupters of every kind on parking garages, there is no doubt that fully connected, smart parking facilities are not just a thing of the future, but right now. Failure to make the financial investment into GarageTech when considering the lifecycle of parking facilities will result in greatly reduced valuation or total obsolescence for such facilities in short order.
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http://www.greenparkingcouncil.org/technologies/garage-ventilation/



Figure 3: Source, MetaProp Advisors
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About Us



MetaProp Advisors provides strategic advisory, innovation outsourcing, growth consulting, events and market research for real estate companies that are serious about innovation. Notably, MetaProp Advisors produces the annual New York City Real Estate Tech Week and publishes the Global PropTech Confidence Index.



Aaron Block Co-Founder & Managing Director [email protected]



Phil Russo Advisory Founding Partner [email protected]



MetaProp NYC's team and strategic seed stage funds have invested in 60+ technology companies across the full real estate value chain that have raised more than $2 billion and employ over 1,500 people globally.



The MetaProp NYC real estate technology accelerator is the leading growth program for early stage companies. Each year, up to ten of the best PropTech start-ups are selected from more than 300 applicants to participate in a 22 week intensive growth program based in the heart of Silicon Alley. 6
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